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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

This year’s AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, hosted by our Space
Flight Mechanics Committee and held in Vail, Colorado, was a spectacular success
and attracted more people than have attended any of these events since the first
conference was held at Yale University in 1963. Over 300 papers were accepted,
with a healthy (and encouraging) number of students participating. I’d like to thank
Geoff Wawrzyniak and all those who helped in its planning and organization. AAS
technical conferences have always been recognized for presenting cutting edge
academic research in astrodynamics and space flight mechanics, the latest key
developments in NASA and international Earth orbital and space exploration missions, and advances in U.S. military space orbital transfer technology. This year’s
conference proudly continued and enhanced this successful record.
Have you participated yet in a Google Hangout? These have been organized by the active and enthusiastic members of our Special Events Committee, and the first was held in September of last year. They have organized seven
Hangouts to date, some in collaboration with the American Astronomical Society, with the most recent focused on
our “Future in Space.” You can participate either as a Google member or via YouTube, and it’s a wonderful way
to obtain current information from impressive experts with no cost to participants. Each event will be listed in
the events section on the website, and members will be sent a reminder prior to each new Hangout. Additionally,
we are looking for members who want to help with the mechanics of putting these together. If you’re interested,
please let me know.
As we go to press, we once again are hearing concerns of a looming government shutdown over disagreements on
funding levels for defense and non-defense budgets and political issues heightened by the upcoming Presidential
election. AAS continues to look for opportunities to lend its support for critical investments in the U.S. space program. Recently, AAS joined the Coalition for Aerospace and Science (CAS), an alliance of over 15 organizations
that is focusing on robust and sustained federal funding for NASA and NOAA. Participating organizations include
professional, scientific, and engineering societies, aerospace companies, higher education associations, institutions
of higher learning, and independent research organizations. We look forward to working with them to support the
continuation of our nation’s scientific, industrial, and academic leadership in the future.
Since 2016 is a Presidential election year, AAS has joined with several other professional space organizations
to prepare a statement titled “What Candidates Should Know About Space.” The objective is to clearly state, in
a non-partisan manner, why U.S. investments in space programs have been critical to our nation and the world.
Currently in the final review process, this paper will be sent to all the presidential candidates and will be printed
in an upcoming issue of this magazine. As a bonus, the information compiled in this letter will serve to educate
anyone who may question why space is important.
AAS – Advancing All Space

Lyn D. Wigbels
lyn.wigbels@cox.net
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Boarding the Spaceplane
by Roger D. Launius
During the administration of President Ronald Reagan, senior government officials began to discuss the possibility
of developing an “Orient Express,” a hybrid air and spaceplane that could carry ordinary people between New York
City and Tokyo in about one hour. How is this possible? Actually, the concept is quite simple: Develop an aerospace
plane that can take off like a conventional jetliner from an ordinary runway. Flying supersonic, it reaches an altitude
of 45,000-50,000 feet, where the pilots start scramjet engines, a jet technology that has the potential to push jetcraft
to hypersonic speeds. The spaceplane rises to the edge of space and darts to the opposite side of the globe, where the
process is reversed, and the vehicle lands like a conventional airplane. It never reaches orbit, but technically it flies in
space. The experience is similar to orbital flight, except for the shorter time.

Artist concept of the X-37 advanced technology flight demonstrator re-entering Earth’s atmosphere. The X-37 was intended as a testbed for
dozens of advanced structural, propulsion, and operational technologies that could dramatically lower the cost of future reusable launch vehicles.
(Source: NASA)
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The spaceplane concept has long been a staple of dreams of spaceflight. Seemingly, it holds enormous promise and
could become reality in the twenty-first century. Spaceplanes promise passengers an opportunity to travel around the
globe with greater speed and ease than any jetliners provide today.
The cost of such flights will be high, without question. New technologies would be necessary to build passenger
spaceplanes and sell tickets for about $100,000 per seat. Does a market sufficiently robust exist to support this effort?
Market studies suggest that at least 100,000 passengers a year might fly spaceplanes at the price noted here. That is a
$10 billion per year business. It could grow in size and become less expensive as technology progresses.
The most attractive part of spaceplane travel at first will be its novelty. Like flying on the Concorde between Europe
and New York City, it could not sustain itself solely as a practical means of transportation. Instead, bragging rights for
having flown at hypersonic speeds would sustain much of the effort early on – that and the most exciting part of the
flight, weightlessness. As the spaceplane travels at the edge of the atmosphere, passengers would experience about
twenty minutes of free-fall. Floating within the cabin, they could peer out of ports into the blackness of space and the
blue-green Earth below. Given the technical definition of the term, they would qualify as astronauts – persons engaged
in spaceflight.
Passenger service of this sort offers a powerful incentive for the financing of commercial space ventures. No longer
dependent on government largesse, space entrepreneurs might be able to raise funds for human spaceflight through the
private sector. This could be a critical step in opening the space frontier to ordinary people, thus helping to realize the
promise that anyone can fly (with enough money).
We may be closer to a spaceplane than most realize at present. Perhaps the private sector efforts of SpaceX, Orbital
Sciences, Blue Origin, Sierra Nevada, Virgin Galactic, Sierra Nevada, and others will bear fruit in this arena. The
successes thus far are positive signs, but I urge caution in trumpeting this as THE answer for the future. Although the
trajectory is positive, there is still a long road to hoe before achieving an operational system. Likewise, the U.S. Air
Force’s recent success with a modified X-37B reusable orbital vehicle suggests that spaceplanes may soon be a reality.
Interestingly, beyond technology R&D at NASA the space agency may well have to look beyond its personnel and
its various centers for the next human space access system. President Obama’s decision to rely on private sector efforts
to develop next generation human space access capabilities was a bold, controversial initiative. However it turns out,
it represents a path that harkens back to an earlier model in which NASA had more equal partnerships with other
organizations to accomplish its mandate. I am heartened by recent developments in this arena. With sufficient diligence
and resources, of course, virtually anything humans can imagine in spaceflight may be achieved.
Might we yet be able to board the spaceplane in our lifetimes?
Roger D. Launius is associate director for collections and curatorial affairs at the National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonion Institution, Washington, D.C. (Published on-line at http://aboveandbeyondexhibition.com/
tour/boarding-the-spaceplane/, June 15, 2015)

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

5th International Space Station Research and
Development Conference
Town and Country Resort & Convention Center
San Diego, California

July 12-14, 2016
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Roadmap for EArth Defense Initiatives
by Laura Bettiol, Carlos Entrena, and Rémi Gourdon
Introduction
Unbeknownst to most of the public, Earth is constantly bombarded by cosmic objects. Figure 1 shows the huge detected number
of bolide events (meteors) that impacted Earth in the last 20 years, and events such as the Tunguska explosion in 1908 and the
Chelyabinsk meteor in 2013 show the damage that these objects can cause. Even if extinction-level events are highly unlikely,
impacts from smaller objects are more common and have a high enough impact to require the development of planetary defense
techniques. It is important to ensure the readiness of both technologies and methods for this defense, and to increase the awareness
of policymakers and the public so that the protection of our planet and the survival of life on Earth is guaranteed.

Figure 1: Bolide events between 1994 and 2013 (Source: Planetary Science)
The Roadmap for EArth Defense Initiatives (READI) project was carried out during the Space Studies Program (SSP) of the
International Space University held in Athens, Ohio (USA) from June to August 2015. It develops a Planetary Defense Program to
deal with short-term warnings (two years or less from discovery to impact) in order to emphasize the need for adequate preparations. We selected a comet for our study because they are underrepresented in the literature of planetary defense, and they require
a different treatment than asteroids. We divided the problem into five elements that cover the most critical points of planetary
defense: detection and tracking; deflection techniques; global collaboration; outreach and education; and evacuation and recovery.
The Scenarios
To present the outcome of the technical side of the project in a more accessible and engaging way, we created two cometary
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impact scenarios that differ in the readiness level achieved in the years leading to the discovery of the threat. We compared the
outcomes of these two scenarios (coined “pessimistic” and “optimistic”) to emphasize the need for preparation prior to detection
and to present the result of all our recommendations.
The pessimistic scenario shows what would happen if we found a comet in an impact trajectory at today’s level of readiness.
Current observation capabilities lack sky coverage, so a comet far from the Sun is found by pure luck. The technologies needed
to mitigate the threat are not ready for deployment, and most are prohibited by current international laws. In this scenario, policymakers do not agree on the deployment of the deflection systems and act too late because they underestimate the threat. The general public is poorly informed about such threats, and this lack of understanding influences the decisions of policymakers. Shelters
or evacuation plans to mitigate the damage of the impact are not ready for the population, and a recovery plan is not considered.
As a result, the impact cannot be avoided, and the damage is immense.
On the other hand, the optimistic scenario shows what can be achieved in the case of full preparedness. Thanks to a successful
outreach campaign, policymakers understood the importance of the problem. All the countermeasures to mitigate the threat were
developed and deployed in time, leading to a successful deflection.
Pessimistic Scenario
In the years before 2030 and after the cancellation of NASA’s Asteroid Redirect Mission, little attention was given to nearEarth objects (NEOs); except for some private efforts towards asteroid mining, comets were completely ignored. The political
unwillingness to address the low-probability, high-risk threats such as cosmic impacts led to reduced support and funding towards
planetary defense programs. The establishment of the International Asteroid Warning Network (IAWN) and the Space Missions
Planning Advisory Group (SMPAG) by the United Nations (UN) was not followed by the formation of a Mitigation Action Group
(MAG).. A narrowly missed collision with a 320m asteroid in 2022 generated some debates about deflection strategies, but faded
among the public indifference about NEOs. Deflection technologies were never fully developed and validated, and planetary defense was not integrated into the global culture as outreach and education initiatives failed at gathering significant support.
On New Year’s Day 2030, a new object of magnitude 21.2 was detected in the outer Solar System and identified as a new
comet, classified as P/2030A1. Preliminary calculations suggested that an Earth impact could be possible in two years with a probability of 0.1% and a potential impact region covering a long ellipse spanning from southeastern Europe to the southern end of
Australia. No formal warning was issued by the scientists, who understood that it was too complicated to predict a comet’s orbit
until after its perihelion. However, the PhD student who first found the comet started to tweet about its discovery, sparkling a buzz
effect on social media. Interest at IAWN grew, and the organization finally called for a discussion regarding the current capabilities of coordinating a deflection campaign. Yet, skepticism among politicians and the absence of a tested and accepted deflection
system resulted in very little work achieved in the first weeks.
One month after detection, the lack of available time in telescopes powerful enough to observe the comet limited the data about
the threat. The chance of impact increased slightly, but is still no larger than 1%. Nevertheless, the suspiciously vague communication from politicians combined with the growing fear created a context in which conspiracy theories and sensationalistic stories
started to spread.
Additional observations in the following two months finally increased the probability of impact to over 50%. New data confined the impact site to a long and narrow ellipse across the Indian Ocean, but the erratic behavior of comets at perihelion would
prevent a better orbit determination. The UNGA asked for information sharing, but planetary defense experts were concerned that
it was too late for the launch of an effective mitigation program. Evacuation programs and the potential influx of refugees were
considered, but without preexisting international disaster preparedness plans, it was not clear how evacuation and recovery should
proceed. Outside the impact trajectory, governments still remained foolishly optimistic that the threat level would decrease, and
thus global collaborations were never established.
In the year following detection, the UN Security Council (UNSC) called for a global deflection plan, but the high degree of
mistrust and low transparency across nations resulted solely in global disagreement. The lack of political leadership led to public
unrest and the formation of public advocacy groups demanding more information. National space agencies started running damage assessment simulations and governments began reviewing preexisting evacuation policy, trying to apply them to different
impact scenarios. Consensus in the global community was never reached and pushed India, as a potentially affected country, into
the implementation of a deflection plan without international approval. In secret and with the help of NASA, the Indian Space
Research Organization (ISRO) developed an updated version of its GSLV launcher in only six months but still missed two of the
three launch opportunities.
The bilateral action strategy included launching an untested American nuclear device, relying on the norm of self-preservation
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in an extensive interpretation of Article 51 from the UN Charter. The nuclear warhead was launched in July 2031 from India.
Despite its disapproval for the mission, the UNSC requested that all nations show restraint and not react to the actions of the USA
and India. During the final approach phase the untested tracking system aboard the interplanetary vehicle struggled to maintain
its course due to the high relative velocity. The timing of the detonation was inaccurate, and the ablation effects were less than
predicted. The outcomes of the explosion would only be known once the comet got back in line of sight from Earth and observation satellites.
After P/2030A1 passed perihelion, observations revealed that the explosion had moved the impact site to central Europe, across
the Franco-German border. Neither country nor the international community were prepared for a direct impact. The public blamed
the Indians and Americans for what appeared to be an attack on their economic power. In a last desperate defensive measure, the
UNSC approved the use of ballistic missiles to disrupt the comet before it entered Earth’s atmosphere. Military activity increased
to prepare for evacuation activities, but preparations had not been released publicly and people began to flee, while neighboring
countries strengthened their borders.
The main fragment impacted Strasbourg, creating a seismic event of 6.5 on the Richter scale and a crater 3 km across, ejecting tons of debris into the atmosphere. No structures survived within a dozen kilometers from the impact, and all major life was
killed up to 20 km away. First responders were slow to mobilize; global support and emergency infrastructures were insufficient
to support all refugees. In the following months, money was rapidly raised in support of the victims. However, the recovery took
years longer than expected, because of the lack of appropriate plans and the misappropriation of funds. Governments continued
to blame each other and it would take decades for the global economy to return to its pre-impact state.
Optimistic Scenario
The acceptance of cosmic impacts as serious threats to Earth started in 2015, with the initiation of education and outreach
campaigns. These initiatives created a culture of planetary defense awareness, which moved policy makers to make international arrangements for detection, deflection, evacuation, and recovery support.
The international policy norm of the Responsibility to Defend Earth (R2DE) was adopted by all spacefaring countries, leading
to the creation of the Mitigation Action Group (MAG) within the UN.
Increasing enthusiasm for space and a growing private sector created an exponential improvement in detection and tracking
systems, beginning with the better coordination of international assets after 2015, and followed by the adoption of full sky coverage every 24 hours and the deployment of a network of infrared space telescopes which completed the Threat Monitoring Network
(TMN).
In 2022, the increasing number of confirmed potentially hazardous objects (PHOs) along a near hit trajectory induced improvements in deflection techniques. Global collaboration developed the Synchronized Earth Protection Plan (SEPP), the combination
of a directed energy system (DES), a thermonuclear intercept vehicle, and a ground-based mobile ballistic missile system. The
DES consisted of two Direct Energy Laser Terminals (DELT) that could focus energy on and ablate the surface of a comet to
deflect it as far as 7 AU. The thermonuclear system, coined the Hypervelocity Comet Intercept Vehicle (HCIV), would act as a
contingency system. The HCIV consisted of an impactor which created a crater on the target, and a thermonuclear device (TND)
which would detonate within the crater, thus maximizing the energy transfer. Multiple ground-based Mobile Ballistic Protective
Domes (MBPD) were the third component of the SEPP. The MBPD used ground based missiles with conventional warheads that
could disrupt the threat before it entered the atmosphere as a last-ditch defense. The SEPP presented many concerns about its possible military use. It was decided that Switzerland, a historically neutral country, would lead the program in collaboration with the
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR).
The UNISDR made impact-disaster preparedness an international priority. Evacuation, damage assessment, and recovery planning were critical second lines of defense against impact threats. Transportation and telecommunications infrastructures were
updated to incorporate the demands of large-scale evacuations. These improvements were made in parallel with impact modeling
that increased the understanding of short and long-term damage.
Fifteen years of discussions and disaster preparations created an international environment in 2030 informed about cosmic
threats and capable of launching effective mitigation campaigns. By 2030, humanity boasted a complete Planetary Defense Program.
On 1 January 2030 the TMN detected an object of magnitude 21.2 near the ecliptic. Pre-discovery images confirmed the object
as a new comet, now designated P/2030A1. P/2030A1 was approximately 8.15 AU from the Sun in a highly elliptical trajectory
that could impact Earth in two years with a 0.1% probability. P/2030A1 was determined to be a Kuiper Belt object with a long
orbital period of 200 years. There were no previous records of a comet with these characteristics, meaning that P/2030A1 was
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probably knocked out of its previous orbit by a collision with another planetary body. The International Asteroid Warning Network (IAWN) was informed about the detection on the same day of its discovery. IAWN relayed the news to the UNSC, who
activated the MAG.
One month after detection, the orbit was constrained enough to raise the impact chance from 0.1% to 50%.  Unpredictable
outgassing and the potential for fragmentation limited the impact certainty until the comet passed perihelion, but the quality of the
models of cometary behavior gave the UNSC the confidence to raise a full alarm.
UN Member States were informed of the threat, and the MAG provided an official report to media outlets. Agencies remained
transparent, minimizing the spread of false information and unnecessary panic. The release of accurate information made the
public aware that the comet would not be an extinction-level event but that global preparations were necessary. The strengths,
past successes, and technology readiness of the SEPP program were shared globally and public opinion remained positive that the
comet would be deflected.
With the increased impact threat, pre-established planetary defense action trees were implemented by MAG. A global community of professionals and amateurs compiled a highly accurate trajectory for P/2030A1 that informed deflection as well as evacuation and recovery efforts. The UNISDR began to coordinate impact preparation and recovery strategies. The MAG received the
go-ahead to ready the SEPP systems, and five months after the detection, the two DELT spacecraft were activated as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Illustration of the DELT arrays engaging P/2030A1 (Source: AGI Systems TookKit (STK))
Seven months of continuous DELT engagement demonstrated a positive shift in the comet’s trajectory. The impact threat had
decreased below 10% but the deflection could not be confirmed until the perihelion passage. The MAG wished to proceed with the
HCIV in addition to the DELT engagement, to ensure the deflection. Objections arose, but ultimately MAG and the UNSC convinced the opposing states that the threat warranted extreme measures. Five HCIV systems were prepared in launch sites around
the world, and the first launch window was seized. One of the four HCIV was launched towards the deflection point near the Sun,
while the other four HCIV remained as backup.
Government and private organizations remained prepared for failure of both deflection systems. UNISDR and local orga-
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nizations created coastal evacuation plans in case of an ocean impact, deployable shelters were placed inland, and mandatory
evacuation was implemented, which was shared with the public. The mobilization of evacuation support teams was held off until
outcomes of the deflection mission were clear.
Three months before the initial collision date, the HCIVs successfully engaged P/2030A1. Observations confirmed that the
combination of DELT and HCIV deflected the comet as planned. The probability of impact was reduced to less than 0.001%, but
it remained possible for P/2030A1 to break up during perihelion, directing new fragments towards Earth. The TMN would be able
to reacquire the comet shortly after perihelion and confirm the deflection.
The UNSC began discussing the use of the regional ballistic domes, in case any fragments of the comet remained. They agreed
that the risk was acceptable, and MAG was given authorization to arm regional ballistic domes for a last effort to disrupt any
fragments that threatened the planet.
News of the ongoing successes of the SEPP missions remained in the headlines around the globe. The progress of the deflection mission was monitored carefully by UNISDR, and the disaster response infrastructure was kept on high alert until the comet
passed. The TMN observed P/2030A1 shortly after its perihelion and confirmed the success of the deflection. The comet turned
from a deadly threat into a beautiful astronomical show as its remnants flew by Earth.
The P/2030A1 mission had been an overwhelming international success. Through unprecedented global collaboration and
long-term planning, the deflection of P/2030A1 united the world in a common victory. The mission had been enormous and expensive, but the global community emerged from it more unified, sure of humanity’s long-term survival, and much better prepared
to face the challenges of the future.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Cosmic impacts are a present threat. Even if it is an unlikely event, a cosmic impact can cause regional devastation to global
extinctions, and this is a risk that can be eliminated.
In this team project we analyzed the current status of planetary defense technologies and their policy related issues, and we
defined two scenarios where we discussed in a narrative way what the consequences would be in two opposite situations. The
outcome of these scenarios was dictated by the initial conditions, namely the readiness level of the technologies and laws as well
as the awareness of the public at the discovery of the threat.
In conclusion, we provided a set of recommendations to increase the awareness of the public and policymakers about the planetary defense problem and to avoid the negative outcome exposed in our pessimistic scenario. We summarize these recommendations here. A more extensive explanation can be found in the Final Report of the READI Project.
• Increase detection capabilities including space-based assets and radar capabilities.
• Develop new policy norms, transitioning from the Responsibility to Protect to the Responsibility to Defend Earth.
• Develop, test, and validate deflection technologies (directed energy systems, thermonuclear devices, and ballistic domes).
• Increase the public’s understanding of planetary defense.
• Develop disaster preparedness strategies related to cosmic impacts.
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Orbital Maneuvers via Linear Motor and Angular
Momentum Based Propulsion
by Paul B. Huter
Introduction
Launching satellites to space is an expensive proposition, with the majority of the cost coming from the fact that weight
is a limiting factor and the higher the orbit, the lower the capability of the launch vehicle. For example, the United Launch
Alliance (ULA) Atlas 5 500-series rocket is capable of delivering about 18,850 kilograms to low-Earth orbit (LEO).
However, the capability to a geo-transfer orbit (GTO) is only 8,900 kilograms, which severely limits the size and capability
of spacecraft launched to geostationary or geosynchronous orbits (GEO). And spacecraft leaving Earth orbit altogether are
another matter when it comes to how much the launch vehicle is able to deliver onto a trans-planetary injection.
The method proposed in this article utilizes no additional fuel to increase the mass of a spacecraft delivered to GEO by
up to 33.33%. By employing solar power to implement a linear motor system which transfers a mass from one end of an
armature to another, as well as the conservation of angular momentum, a transport spacecraft will rotate through space,
changing its velocity and, therefore, its orbit, including inclination, to reach a desired orbit. This method may be employed
to move a satellite to GEO or on an interplanetary mission and allows for a larger mass spacecraft to be flown than would
be possible otherwise because the only launch requirement is to launch to LEO.
This article outlines the process by which such a transport spacecraft is designed and the resulting capability. The transport
spacecraft is low-mass, which maximizes the mass allowable for the cargo spacecraft to be delivered to the higher orbit.
However, it must be remembered that this article only presents the concept and a rough outline of the design. Actual design
considerations will vary with a real-world application, and the capability may vary from that outlined in this article.
Rotation
The key to the use of this unique method of propulsion is through the application of shifting the center of mass of the star
structure as it rotates. Through the conservation of angular momentum, the structure will continue to rotate about the center
of mass, and as that center of mass shifts from one end of the star structure to the other, the structure will be accelerated
forward at a rate of 5 m/s2. This additional acceleration is available without the use of any additional propellant.
Linear Motor
The center of mass of the star structure is shifted by moving the cargo spacecraft from one end of the arm to the other
utilizing the principles of linear motors. A magnetic field is generated surrounding each arm of the star structure by wrapping
each segment with a conductive wire, and the polarity of that field is alternated by changing the direction of the current
flowing through the wire, applying a force – which will be discussed – to the magnetic structure surrounding the cargo
spacecraft. Linear motors have been utilized in high speed transportation applications, as well as research into high speed
projectiles.
However, in this case, the method will only be used to accelerate the cargo spacecraft at 5 m/s2. This acceleration will
allow the cargo spacecraft to traverse the 20 meters from one end of the armature to the other in four seconds, which is timed
to coincide with the rotation rate of the star at π/4 rad/s. This results in the entire spacecraft looping over the shifting center
of mass and finally ending up 20 meters further along in its trajectory.
Orbital Change
The cargo spacecraft will be uniformly accelerated at 5 m/s2 from one end of the armature to the half-way point, at which
point it will be uniformly decelerated at -5 m/s2 to the other end of the armature. The process will then be repeated in the
opposite direction, continuously, until the desired orbital change has been achieved. Because of the three-axis nature of the
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star structure, it is possible to apply the acceleration in any direction, and thus achieve an orbital change in any direction
without additional propulsion resources. This allows for changes in orbital apogee/perigee, as well as orbital inclination.
Initiation of the Rotation
The rotation of the transport spacecraft will be initiated by a control moment gyro (CMG) placed at each end of the star
structure. Each of these CMGs will have a mass of approximately 25 kilograms, and will, working in conjunction with the
CMG on the opposite end of the arm, have enough capability to rotate the star structure at the required π/4 rad/s, while
consuming a minimum of power and not adding a significant amount of mass to the overall transport spacecraft.
Transport Spacecraft
Design
The transport spacecraft will consist of a six-pointed star. Ideally, the length of each arm of the star will be as long as
possible in order to maximize the change in position of the cargo spacecraft contained within. For purposes of this article, a
star arm of 10 meters is used, resulting in a change of position of 20 meters at a time (the distance of the two arms that are
rotating).
When stowed, the entire spacecraft is a cube four meters on a side. This provides ample space for placement within the
five meter fairing of the Atlas 5 500-series rocket. When deployed, the star structure will have six arms, each 10.25 meters
in length with an inner cube 3.5 meters on a side for a total cube size of 24 meters. The spacecraft star structure would house
a three meter cargo spacecraft which would be encased in a one millimeter magnetic shell, as discussed.
As stated, these dimensions are rough, and should be taken only as preliminary design example for the spacecraft star
structure.
Construction and Mass
The arms of the star structure must be constructed of a rigid material that will not bend or change its shape over the full
length of the arm. This requirement is eased by the fact that each arm consists of several concentric rings, but because they
are ultimately all connected, the overall structure must have the required rigidity. Carbon fiber at a thickness of 1 millimeter
makes a suitable material for this purpose. For the center of the transport spacecraft, a simple Al 7050 structure would be
acceptable, with a thickness of one millimeter.
Power
The star structure will be covered with lightweight, thin solar panels of the GaAs variety, common to spacecraft
applications. In this case, the entire surface area of 700 m2 will be covered in solar panels. Assuming that at any given time
50% of the star structure is facing the sun (at a time when the spacecraft is not eclipsed by the Earth), a total area of 350 m2
of solar array is available for power generation.
Using a light-weight GaAs solar array structure with a P0 of 286 W/m2 an Id of 0.77 and assuming an average sun
incidence angle that does not affect the performance of the array, the PDENSITY of the solar panels will be 220.25 W/m2. There
will be no degradation during a mission around the Earth, so no PEOL must be calculated.
The total power output of the star structure array, assuming low-Earth orbit with half of the array structure in the sun
at any given time is 77,000 watts. This is the maximum power-generation capability of the solar array. However, for the
purposes of this article, only 25,000 watts of power will be used for Earth orbit operations.
System Capability
Exerted Force
The primary spacecraft will be moved from one end of the star structure armature to the other utilizing the principles
of a linear motor. Each arm of the star structure will be wrapped in current-carrying wire which will alternate in direction
in individual sections of the arm, ideally each one meter long, but the exact length of each section should be optimized
for maximum effect on the magnetic structure surrounding the primary spacecraft within the tube. The force acting on the
spacecraft is related to the current carried by the length of wire and the magnetic field surrounding the spacecraft.
The force is being exerted in such a way that the magnetic structure carrying the primary spacecraft moves from one end
of the arm to the other as the magnetic field is alternated along each section of the current-carrying wire.
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Current
The current carried by the wire is a function of the power applied to the wire and the resistance of the wire. The longer
the wire, the more resistance it will have, and since the length of the wire is a driver in the magnetic force exerted, it is
necessary to ensure that an adequate wire length is chosen, but not so long that the added resistance impedes the current
flowing through the wire. A wire with more thickness will have less resistance, but will have more mass, therefore a balance
between wire thickness and resistance must be determined in order to maximize the current passing through the wire.
System Capability
An American Wire Gauge gauge 26 wire has a diameter of 0.405 millimeters. Using an aluminum wire with a resistivity,
ρ, of 2.82x10-8 Ohm-meters and a density of 2700 kg/m3, it is possible to use 25,000 watts from the solar panels and 25,000
meters of wire to transport a spacecraft weighing 13,350 kilograms through the star armature. This means that rather than
the 8,900 kilogram GTO capability of the Atlas 5 500-series, there is a 33.33% increase in capability using this method,
directly to GEO.
Orbital Transfer
Mass Transfer
This proposed method is ideal for transfers between LEO and GEO, and allows for the transfer of a higher mass satellite
than conventional launch methods allow. It has been determined that this method will allow for the launch of a 13,350
kilogram satellite to GEO, as opposed to a 8,900 kilogram satellite to GTO that the Atlas 5 500-series rocket is capable of
launching. This represents a 33.33% increase in launch delivery, and that is not taking into account any propulsion system
to transfer between GTO and GEO which further diminishes the final mass in GEO.
Transfer Delta-V and Time
A launch from Cape Canaveral in the United States to LEO that then goes on to GEO requires a delta-v of 4.33 km/s.
That includes the orbital transfer from the orbit at 6,578 kilometers to the orbit at 42,164 kilometers, as well as the required
change in inclination from the 23.6° to an equatorial orbit. This delta-v assumes a high-powered rocket that executes nearinstantaneous impulsive maneuvers. Using the calculated acceleration of 5m/s2 for the spacecraft, this delta-v would be
completed in 14.43 minutes.
For a continuous-thrust mission – which this system is more akin to, albeit a higher-thrust continuous-thrust – the total
delta-v is closer to 6.0 km/s. With the same 5 m/s2 acceleration, the time to complete the maneuver would be 20 minutes.
It can safely be assumed that the total delta-v, and therefore transfer time, would lie somewhere between these two data
points for the method proposed in this article.
Further Exploration
This system is capable of delivering larger spacecraft to destinations beyond Earth orbit. Starting at Earth, it would be
possible to accelerate at a faster pace using longer wire, and as the distance from the sun increased and the power generated
by the solar arrays diminished, the acceleration would decrease. At Jupiter, the system would be capable of accelerating an
8,900 kilogram spacecraft at the same 5 m/s2 using four times the wrapping of wire. This longer amount of wire would add to
the overall mass budget, but the mass of the spacecraft would be smaller, and the whole system could still be accommodated
by an Atlas 5 5-series rocket initially delivering the spacecraft to LEO.
Cost Analysis
As stated, spaceflight is costly, and any method of reducing the cost to get to orbit provides an enhancement in mankind’s
ability to better understand the universe. This method will allow for a greater mass to be launched from LEO to GEO and
beyond Earth orbit, which will make room for additional spacecraft capability in the form of sensors and science equipment.
But the design and construction of the transport spacecraft is going to add cost to the overall mission. The design laid out in
this article is intentionally intended to be as low cost as possible, and the cost of the transport spacecraft offsets the cost of
a non-existent launch capability to launch 33.33% more mass to GEO.
The most expensive part of this design is the aluminum wire. For the analysis performed in this article, the cost of the
wire is about $3.3 million, with a total estimated cost for the transport spacecraft of $3.5 million. The estimates are based
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on information available to the public, and do not reflect any discounts major aerospace companies or Government entities
may enjoy when purchasing the materials. It is obvious that the aluminum wire is the most costly aspect of this method, but,
again, the benefits of increased mass to GEO and interplanetary spacecraft outweigh the additional spacecraft design cost.
Additional modifications to this method may also yield lower overall design costs.
Conclusion
While this article has only scratched the surface on the design of this revolutionary method of spacecraft maneuvering, it
has demonstrated that the method is technically feasible, and within reach from a cost standpoint. The advantages of having
over 30% more launch capability to GEO and additional capability for spacecraft mass beyond Earth orbit would have
benefits to a wide range of space-based applications. Without the need to design a larger rocket with more lift capability,
this method allows for larger, more capable payloads to be placed into any Earth orbit and onto interplanetary transfer
trajectories using nothing more than the principles of the linear motor and solar power. This article does not claim to be a
complete development of the method, but should serve as a starting point for future research into the design of spacecraft
which employ the technology discussed.

Paul B. Huter is a spacecraft systems engineer living and working in Harvest, Alabama. He has worked as an
engineer on the Space Shuttle and Constellation Programs. His systems engineering experience is primarily related
to requirements development and verification for complex systems.

CALLING ALL WRITERS!
Do you have a story to share? Would you like to get your piece
published in Space Times?
We are looking for contributors to share their articles with
our vast audience of space professionals and enthusiasts,
educators and students, and all others interested in the space
program, space exploration, science, policy, and relevant
topics.
To get involved, please contact Diane Thompson at the AAS
office at dthompson@astronautical.org or 703-866-0020.
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NOTES ON A NEW BOOK

Return to Flight: Inside NASA’s Space Shuttle
Missions in the Wake of the Columbia Disaster
Reviewed by Rick W. Sturdevant
Return to Flight: Inside NASA’s Space
Shuttle Missions in the Wake of the
Columbia Disaster by Dr. James F. Peters.
CreateSpace Independent Publishing
Platform, 2015. 464 pages. ISBN
9781503227330. US $22.95 (paperback,
illustrations, notes, glossary).
Disintegration of Columbia during
reentry on 1 February 2003, with the loss of
seven astronauts, marked the second major
tragedy in the Space Shuttle program. As
had happened with the Challenger disaster
seventeen years earlier, authors sought
to explain the event to lay readers. Even
before the Columbia Accident Investigation
Board released its final report in August
2003, Mark Cantrell and Donald Vaughn
had dashed off Sixteen Minutes from Home.
Two more carefully researched volumes,
Comm Check by Michael Cabbage and
William Harwood and Columbia: Final
Voyage by Philip Chien, appeared in
2004 and 2006, respectively. Focused on
the disaster itself, these books gave scant
attention to the arduous efforts by NASA
engineers and contractors to minimize the
risk that any future shuttle mission would
suffer a fate similar to Columbia.
Finally, Return to Flight by James Peters
tells that story. Weaving an autobiographical
memoir into a technical history of debris
analysis and risk assessments, the former
chair of the team responsible for “safety
of flight” during the next eleven shuttle
missions after STS-107 explains the
daunting trials and tribulations he and his
colleagues faced. He asserts engineers
knew from the first shuttle flight in 1981
that foam or ice shedding from the external
tank could occur, but without making any
effort at quantification, they dismissed as
minimal the risk to the orbiter’s safety. Flight
history only increased their confidence in
the orbiter’s ability to withstand impacts
from ice or foam. That, as Peters explains,

resulted in “normalization of deviance,
which dulls risk perception and results in
unwarranted risk acceptance” (p. 118).
Sociologist Diane Vaughn had coined
the phrase “normalization of deviance”
when she analyzed the 1986 Challenger
explosion, and it aptly defined a persistent
NASA mindset that became a prelude to
disaster on the STS-107 mission.
Mindful of the centrality of humans
to historical narration, Peters superbly
describes the personalities and talents of
many people he encountered – or with
whom he worked – to return the shuttle
fleet to flight status. He juxtaposes those
descriptions with details concerning
development and improvement of debris
risk models. The shuttle program conducted
more than one billion separate debris
transport computer runs before STS-114,
the shuttle’s return to flight in July 2005.
Readers get a memorable account of how
a United Space Alliance team led by Rick
Barton and a Boeing team led by Darby
Cooper collaborated with NASA engineers
to flesh out and refine the debris release –
transport – impact model for calculating
threat of damage to the orbiter. Discovery
of three additional foam failure modes
after STS-114 prompted The Aerospace
Corporation to formulate its own model –
linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
debris release.
Over time, beginning with STS-114, the
complexities of the debris threat became
increasingly apparent to Peters and his
team. This only heightened the multifaceted
drama of attempting to understand the
underlying physics of foam loss, of
improving “probabilistic” risk assessments,
of making vehicle improvements, and
of refining debris mitigation efforts.
The debris focus shifted among various
launcher elements and locations as flights
continued. Furthermore, Peters and his
team belatedly realized that the “return
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to flight” debris studies did not consider
the probability of reentry debris damage.
Protruding gap fillers or thermal blankets
might cause catastrophic failure. In the end,
Peters concludes a safer system resulted,
not from any technical change but from
changes in management culture – “a mindset change in the program leadership” (p.
392). The motivation came to make every
shuttle flight safer than the previous one.
While more suitable for a technically
sophisticated audience, Return to Flight
nonetheless offers the expert and lay
reader alike valuable insights to how the
Space Shuttle program recovered from
the Columbia disaster. It provides the only
detailed explanation to date of how NASA
and its contractors managed to “dodge
a bullet,” more likely a “cannonball”
(p. 220), with STS-114 and to complete
another twenty-one successful orbital
missions before the program ended in July
2011. It highlights the need for participants
in future space endeavors to temper their
assumptions on the anvil of quantifiable
test results and to modify procedures and
decision-making accordingly.

Rick W. Sturdevant is an AAS Fellow and
deputy director of history for Air Force
Space Command at Peterson AFB in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

39th Annual AAS Guidance, Navigation &
Control Conference
February 5 – February 10, 2016
Sponsored by the American Astronautical Society Rocky Mountain Section
Please see our website at http://aas-rocky-mountain-section.org/ to submit an abstract and
obtain additional information about the Conference.

TENTATIVE CONFERENCE AGENDA SUMMARY
Registration
Room check-in at the hotel front desk from 4:00 PM daily
Conference registration from 6:00 to 10:00 AM and from 4:00 to 6:00 PM daily
Friday February 5
  8:30 AM – 11:30 AM
12:30 PM –   3:30 PM
  6:00 PM –   9:00 PM

Classified Advances in GN&C (LMSSC/Waterton, Denver, CO)
Classified Recent Experiences (LMSSC/Waterton, Denver, CO)
Wine and Cheese Reception

Saturday February 6
  6:00 AM –   9:00 AM
  7:00 AM – 10:30 AM
  5:00 PM –   8:00 PM

Buffet Breakfast & Poster Viewing
Keynote Address (Frank Cepollina) and Session I: Student Innovations in GN&C
Session II: Technical Exhibits

Sunday February 7
  6:00 AM –   9:00 AM
  7:00 AM – 10:30 AM
11:00 AM –   1:30 PM
  2:00 PM –   4:00 PM

Buffet Breakfast & Poster Viewing
Sessions III (Hosted Payloads) and IV (Space Servicing), Poster Focus Time
Tutorial Session  “Beyond the Textbook” – GNSS (Frank Bauer, GSFC)
Sessions V (Advanced Access to Space) and VI (Miniaturization of GN&C)

Monday February 8
  6:00 AM –   9:00 AM
  7:00 AM – 10:00 AM
10:30 AM –   3:30 PM
  4:00 PM –   6:00 PM
  6:00 PM –   7:30 PM

Buffet Breakfast & Poster Viewing
Sessions VII (GNSS Precision PNT) and VIII (Optical Navigation)
Tutorial – Systems Toolkit (STK) for Pre-Mission Analysis (David Vallado & AGI)
Session IX: Pioneers of GN&C and Astronautics
Social Networking Event

Tuesday February 9
  6:00 AM –   9:00 AM
  7:00 AM – 10:00 AM
10:30 AM –   3:30 PM
  4:00 PM –   7:00 PM

Buffet Breakfast & Poster Viewing
Sessions X (Small Body Encounters) and XI (Orion Special Session)
Tutorial Session – Line of Sight Pointing and Stability (Tim Henderson, Draper)
Sessions XII (In Space Propulsion Innovations) and XIII (Advances in GN&C)

Wednesday February 10
  6:00 AM –   9:00 AM
  7:00 AM – 10:00 AM
10:00 AM

Buffet Breakfast & Poster Viewing
Session XIV: Recent Experiences
Adjourn
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ASTRONAUTICS PUBLICATIONS

Astronautics Publications - 2014
This list comprises English-language books published (original appearance or new edition) on various aspects of spaceflight in a variety of disciplines and ranging from juvenile and pop literature to texts intended for academia or practicing scientists and engineers.
In addition to obvious topics of human spaceflight and unmanned interplanetary explorations, this list also includes the occasional
non-astronautics title that has a space “flavor.” Titles that are published solely in electronic format are not included. Books denoted
by ☼ are for young readers.  —MLC
A–B
 Abeyratne, Ruwantissa, Regulation of Commercial Space Transport: The Astrocizing of ICAO. Springer [SpringerBriefs in Law Series].
 Adler, Charles, Wizards, Aliens, and Starships: Physics and Math in Fantasy and Science Fiction. Princeton University Press.
 Al-Ekabi, Cenan, Blandina Baranes, Peter Hulsroj, and Arne Lahcen (Eds.), Yearbook on Space Policy2011/2012: Space in Times
of Financial Crisis. Springer.
 Anderson, John, and Richard Passman, X-15: The World’s Fastest Plane and the Pilots Who Ushered in the Space Age. Zenith Press
[Smithsonian Series].
 Bainbridge, William Sims, The Meaning and Value of Spaceflight: Public Perceptions. Springer.
 Baker, David, and Helen Sharman, Soyuz Owners’ Manual: 1967 Onwards (All Models). Haynes Publishing UK.
 Barbree, Jay, Neil Armstrong: A Life of Flight. Thomas Dunne Books.
 Biskup, Agnieszka, The Amazing Story of Space Travel: Max Axiom STEM Adventures. Raintree [library edition published in 2013]. ☼
 Bizony, Piers, The Making of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey. Taschen.
 Bizony, Piers, New Space Frontiers: Venturing into Earth Orbit and Beyond. Zenith Press.
 Bower, Tom, Branson: Behind the Mask. Faber & Faber.
 Brake, Mark, How to Be a Space Explorer: Your Out-of-This-World Adventure. Lonely Planet Kids. ☼
 Burgess, Colin, Liberty Bell 7: The Suborbital Mercury Flight of Virgil I. Grissom. Springer Praxis Books.
C–D–E
 Carroll, Michael, Living among Giants: Exploring and Settling the Outer Solar System. Springer.
 Chambers, Catherine, Neil Armstrong. Raintree [Science Biographies Series]. ☼
 Chen, James, How to Find the Apollo Landing Sites. Springer [The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series].
 Clegg, Brian, Final Frontier: The Pioneering Science and Technology of Exploring the Universe. St. Martin’s Press.
 Crotts, Arlin, The New Moon: Water, Exploration, and Future Habitation. Cambridge University Press.
 Dougherty, Kerrie (Ed.), History of Rocketry and Astronautics, Proceedings of the 44th History Symposium of the International
Academy of Astronautics (IAA), Prague, Czech Republic, 2010. Univelt [Volume 41 of the AAS History Series. Includes DVD
supplement of 2010 interview with IAA founding member Dr. Leslie (Les) Shepherd].
 Dusek, Jiri, and Jan Pisala, Space Atlas: A Voyage of Discovery for Young Astronauts. Sterling Children’s Books. ☼
 Edison, Erin, Sally Ride. Capstone Press [Great Women in History Series]. ☼
 Erickson, Mark, Into the Unknown Together: The DOD, NASA, and Early Spaceflight. Military Bookshop.
 Evans, Ben, The Twenty-First Century in Space. Springer Praxis Books.
F–G–H
 Foss, Richard, Food in the Air and Space: The Surprising History of Food and Drink in the Skies. Rowan & Littlefield Publishers.
 Gangler, Doug, The Road to Modern Rocketry: Launch Bases, Centers, Museums, Memorials, and Monuments. Champion Books, LLC.
 Geiger, Jeffrey, Camp Cooke and Vandenberg Air Force Base, 1941–1966: From Armor and Infantry Training to Space and Missile
Launches. McFarland.
 Gerovitch, Slava, Voices of the Soviet Space Program: Cosmonauts, Soldiers, and Engineers Who Took the USSR into Space. Palgrave
Macmillan [Palgrave Studies in the History of Science and Technology].
 Gibson, Karen Bush, Women in Space: 23 Stories of First Flights, Scientific Missions, and Gravity-Breaking Adventures. Chicago
Review Press [Women of Action Series].
 Hadfield, Chris, You Are Here: Around the World in 92 Minutes: Photographs from the International Space Station. Little, Brown
and Company.
 Hitt, David, and Heather R. Smith, Bold They Rise: The Space Shuttle Early Years, 1972–1986. University of Nebraska Press [Outward Odyssey: A People’s History of Spaceflight Series].
 Houran, Lori Haskins, A Trip into Space: An Adventure to the International Space Station. Albert Whitman & Company. ☼
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I–J–K
 Israelian, Garik, and Brian May, Starmus: 50 Years of Man in Space. Carlton Books Ltd [This book is based on the 2011 Starmus
festival that was held in Tenerife, Canary Islands, in June 2011].
 Jacobsen, Annie, Operation Paperclip: The Secret Intelligence Program that Brought Nazi Scientists to America. Little, Brown and
Company.
 Johnson, Matthew, and Nick Stevens, N-1: For the Moon and Mars: A Guide to the Soviet Superbooster. ARA Press.
 Kaufman, Marc, Mars Up Close: Inside the Curiosity Mission. National Geographic.
 Kleiman, Matthew, The Little Book of Space Law. American Bar Association.
 Krige, John, Fifty Years of European Cooperation in Space: Building on Its Past, ESA Shapes the Future. Les Editions Beauchesne.
 Kuczera, Heribert, and Peter Sacher, Reusable Space Transportation Systems. Springer Praxis Books.
L–M–N
 Launius, Roger, and David DeVorkin (Eds.), Hubble’s Legacy: Reflections by Those Who Dreamed It, Built It, and Observed the
Universe with It. Smithsonian Institute Scholarly Press.
 Lambright, W. Henry, Why Mars: NASA and the Politics of Space Exploration. Johns Hopkins University Press [New Series in
NASA History].
 Lassieur, Allison, The Race to the Moon: An Interactive History Adventure. Capstone Press [You Choose: History Series]. ☼
 Lele, Ajey, Asian Space Race: Rhetoric or Reality? Springer.
 Lewis, John, Asteroid Mining 101: Wealth for the New Space Economy. WaveCloud Corporation.
 Liepack, Otfrid (Ed.), History of Rocketry and Astronautics, Proceedings of the 45th History Symposium of the International Academy
of Astronautics (IAA), Cape Town, South Africa, 2011. Univelt [Volume 42 of the AAS History Series].
 Louie, Ai-Ling, Astronaut Kalpana Chawla: Reaching for the Stars. Dragoneagle Press. ☼
 Lunney, Glynn, Highways into Space: A First-Hand Account of the Beginnings of the Human Space Program. Self-published.
 Macdonald, Malcolm and Viorel Badescu (Eds.), The International Handbook of Space Technology. Springer Praxis Books.
 Macy, Sue, Sally Ride: Life on a Mission. Aladdin [A Real-Life Story Series].
 Mah, Sérgio, João Seixas, and John Gribbin, Edgar Martins: The Rehearsal of Space and the Poetic Impossibility to Manage the
Infinite. La Fábrica [text in Spanish and English].
 Manning, Rob and William Simon, Mars Rover Curiosity: An Inside Account From Curiosity’s Chief Engineer. Smithsonian Books.
 Manto, Cindy Donze, Michoud Assembly Facility. Arcadia Publishing [Images of America Series].
 Matloff, Gregory, Les Johnson, and C. Bangs, Living Off the Land in Space: Green Roads to the Cosmos. Copernicus [paperback
edition, first published as hardcover in 2007, but not previously noted so included in 2014 list].
 Miller, Ron, The Art of Space: The History of Space Art, from the Earliest Visions to the Graphics of the Modern Era. Zenith Press.
 Mitchell, Edgar, with Ellen Mahoney, Earthrise: My Adventures as an Apollo 14 Astronaut. Chicago Review Press.
 Morris, Neil, Who Traveled to the Moon? Heinemann [Primary Source Detectives Series]. ☼
 Moltz, James, Crowded Orbits: Conflict and Cooperation in Space. Columbia University Press.
 Money, Stewart, Here Be Dragons: The Rise of SpaceX and the Journey to Mars. Apogee Prime.
 Najjar, Michael, Michael Najjar: Outer Space. Distanz [The author is in the queue as a passenger on a Virgin Galactic commercial
flight; bilingual edition].
 Nardo, Don, The Blue Marble: How a Photograph Revealed Earth’s Fragile Beauty. Compass Point Books [Captured World History Series]. ☼
 Neal, Valerie, Discovery: Champion of the Space Shuttle Fleet. Zenith Press [Smithsonian Series].
 Neufeld, Michael, Milestones of Space: Eleven Iconic Objects from the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. Zenith Press
[Smithsonian Series].
O–P–Q
 Oberth, Hermann, The Rocket into Planetary Space. De Gruyter Oldenbourg [English translation of Oberth’s seminal title, Die
Rakete zu den Planetenräumen].
 Oleary, Beth, and P.J. Capoletti (Eds.), Archeology and Heritage of the Human Movement into Space. Springer [Space and Society
Series].
 Omoth, Tyler, Building a Spacecraft (See How It’s Made). Capstone Press. ☼
 Ordway, Frederick, and Robert Godwin, 2001: The Heritage and Legacy of the Space Odyssey. Apogee Prime [incorrect publication
date noted on Amazon].
 Page, Joseph, II, Vandenberg Air Base. Arcadia Publishing [Images of America Series].
 Pastan, Amy, The Smithsonian Book of Air and Space Trivia. Smithsonian Books.
 Phillips, Scott “Shuttleman” with Dianne Phillips, Remove Before Flight: Memoir of a Space Shuttle Team Member. Tate Publishing.
 Pyle, Rod, Curiosity: An Inside Look at the Mars Rover Mission and the People Who Made it Happen. Prometheus Books.
 Pyle, Rod, Innovation the NASA Way: Harnessing the Power of Your Organization for Breakthrough Success. McGraw-Hill.
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R–S
 Radomski, Kassandra, The Apollo 13 Mission: Core Events of a Crisis in Space. Capstone Press [What Went Wrong Series]. ☼
 Rooney, Anne, Space Record Breakers. Carlton Kids. ☼
 Ross, Jerry, with Susan Gunderson, Becoming a Spacewalker: My Journey to the Stars. Purdue University Press.
 Sage, Daniel, How Outer Space Made America: Geography, Organization and the Cosmic Sublime. Ashgate Pub Co [listed on
Amazon as a new edition, but no previous edition noted].
 Schrogl, Kai-Uwe, Peter Hays, Jana Robinson, Denis Mours, and Christina Giannopapa (Eds.), Handbook of Space Security: Policies, Applications and Programs. Springer.
 Scott, David Meerman, and Richard Jurek, Marketing the Moon: The Selling of the Apollo Lunar Program. The MIT Press.
 Seedhouse, Erik, Bigelow Aerospace: Colonizing Space One Module at a Time. Springer Praxis Books.
 Seedhouse, Erik, Suborbital: Industry at the Edge of Space. Springer Praxis Books.
 Seedhouse, Erik, Tourists in Space: A Practical Guide. Springer Praxis Books [second edition].
 Sherr, Lynn, Sally Ride: America’s First Woman in Space. Simon & Schuster.
 Silberkraus, Stephen Hayward, The Space Shuttle Endeavour. Arcadia Publishing [Images of Modern America Series].
 Singh, R. K., Military Application of Space: The Indian Perspectives. Vij Books India.
 Sisson, Stephanie, Star Stuff: Carl Sagan and the Mysteries of the Cosmos. Roaring Brook Press. ☼
 Smith, Michael, Rockets and Revolution: A Cultural History of Early Spaceflight. University of Nebraska Press.
 Soluri, Michael, Infinite Worlds: The People and Places of Space Exploration. Simon & Schuster.
 Sparrow, Giles, Hubble: Legacy Edition. Metro.
 Sparrow, Giles, Chris McNab, and Judith John, The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Space & Space Exploration. Metro
 Stott, Carole, Space Exploration. Dorling Kindersley [DK Eyewitness Books]. ☼
T–U–V
 Tarikhi, Parviz, The Iranian Space Endeavor: Ambitions and Reality. Springer Praxis Books.
 Thorne, Kip, The Science of Interstellar. W.W. Norton.
 Throp, Claire, A Visit to a Space Station: Fantasy Science Field Trips. Raintree. ☼
 Traphagan, John, Extraterrestrial Intelligence, and Human Imagination: SETI at the Intersection of Science, Religion, and Culture.
Springer [Space and Society Series].
 Tribbe, Matthew, No Requiem for the Space Age: The Apollo Moon Landings and Popular Culture. Oxford University Press.
 Turkina, Olesya, Soviet Space Dogs. FUEL Publishing.
 Uhlig, Thomas, Florian Sellmaier, and Michael Schmidhuber (Eds.), Spacecraft Operations. Springer.
 Ulivi, Paolo, with David Harland, Robotic Exploration of the Solar System: Part 4: The Modern Era, 2004–2013. Springer Praxis
Books.
 Venet, Christopher, and Blandina Baranes (Eds.), European Identity through Space: Space Activities and Programmes as a Tool to
Reinvigorate the European Identity. Springer [Studies in Space Policy Series].
 Vulpetti, Giovanni, Fast Solar Sailing: Astrodynamics of Special Sailcraft Trajectories. Springer [Space Technology Library].
 Vulpetti, Giovanni, Les Johnson, and Gregory Matloff, Solar Sails: A Novel Approach to Interplanetary Travel. Springer Praxis
Books [second edition].
W–X–Y–Z
 Walters, Brendon, Civil Earth Observations: National Strategy and Plan. Nova Science Pub Inc.
 Weiland, Claus, Aerodynamic Data of Space Vehicles. Springer.
 Weiland, Claus, Computational Space Flight Mechanics. Springer.
 Weng, Qihao, Global Urban Monitoring and Assessment through Earth Observation. CRC Press [Remote Sensing Application Series].
 West, David, Lots of Things You Want to Know About Astronauts … and Some You Don’t! Hachette Children’s Books. ☼
 Whalen, David, The Rise and Fall of COMSAT: Technology, Business, and Government in Satellite Communications. Palgrave
Macmillan.
 White, Frank, The Overview Effect: Space Exploration and Human Evolution. AIAA [third edition].
 Whitfield, Steve (Ed.), Gemini 3: The NASA Mission Reports. Apogee Prime.
 Yomtov, Nel, The Apollo 11 Moon Landing: July 20, 1969. Heinemann [24-Hour History Series]. ☼

Michael L. Ciancone is a spaceflight safety engineer and the NASA S&MA Lead to the European Service Module (ESM) of the
Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) Program at NASA JSC in Houston, Texas. He is an AAS Fellow, serves as Chair of the AAS
History Committee, and is a member of the History Committee of the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA).
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2015 WERNHER VON BRAUN MEMORIAL SYMPOSIUM

Tuesday, October 27
6:00 pm
		

Welcome Reception
University Center, Exhibit Hall - sponsored by The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Wednesday, October 28
7:00 am
7:00 am
8:00 am
		
8:15 am
		
8:30 am
		

10:15 am
10:30 am
		

12:15 pm
		
1:45 pm
		

2:45 pm		
		
3:15 pm

20

AAS Corporate Members Breakfast  (Invitation Only)
Registration Opens / Networking / Continental Breakfast
Business Administration Building, Lobby - sponsored by a.i. solutions, Inc.
Welcome to Campus - Chan Auditorium
Dr. Robert Altenkirch, President, The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Welcome by AAS
Walt Faulconer, Executive Vice President
Marshall Space Flight Center Update
Patrick Scheuermann, Director, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
The Benefits of Space Exploration
Moderator: Frank Morring, Jr., Senior Editor, Aviation Week & Space Technology
Panelists:
- Larry Price, Orion Deputy Program Manager, Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company
- John Elbon, Vice President and General Manager Space Exploration, Boeing Defense, Space & Security
- Julie Van Kleeck, Vice President, Space Advanced Programs, Aerojet Rocketdyne
- Brian Duffy, Propulsion Systems Division, Flight Systems Group, Orbital ATK
- Matt Mountain, President, Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA)
- Micheline Tabache, Head, Washington Office, European Space Agency
Break - sponsored by a.i. solutions, Inc.
Space Policy: Where Are We?
Moderator: Jeff Bingham, Senior Advisor on Space, US Senate Commerce Committee (retired)
Panelists:
- Ben Roberts, Senior Policy Advisor, Space, Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP)
- Ann Zulkosky, Director, NASA Programs, Washington Operations, Lockheed Martin Space Systems
  Company
- Mark Dawson, Legislative Director for Rep. Robert Aderholt (R-AL)
- Nick Cummings, Minority Staff Director; Subcommittee on Space, Science and Competitiveness,
  Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
- Dick Obermann, Chief of Staff, House Committee on Science, Space and Technology invited
Luncheon - University Center, Exhibit Hall - sponsored by Boeing
Guest Speaker: Robert Lightfoot, NASA Associate Administrator
SLS and Orion Progress Report
- John Honeycutt, Acting Manager, Space Launch System Program Office, NASA MSFC
- Bill Hill, Assistant Deputy Associate Administrator, Exploration Systems Development,
  NASA Headquarters
- Paul Marshall, Assistant Program Manager, Orion Program, NASA JSC
- Jennifer Kunz, Deputy Ground Systems Development and Operations Program Manager, NASA KSC
Science Spotlight: “The Martian” - Science Fiction and Science Fact
Jim Green, Director, Planetary Division, Science Mission Directorate, NASA Headquarters
Break - sponsored by a.i. solutions, Inc.
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Military Space Spotlight
Lt Gen Samuel Greaves, USAF, Commander, Space and Missile Systems Center, Air Force Command,
Los Angeles Air Force Base
Sustaining a Healthy Space Transportation Industry
Moderator: Mike Griffin, CEO, Schafer Corporation
Panelists:
- George Sowers, Vice President, Advanced Programs, United Launch Alliance
- Josh Brost, Manager, Business Development, SpaceX
- Jim Simpson, Senior Vice President, Strategy and Business Development, Aerojet Rocketdyne
- Kent Rominger, Vice President, Strategy and Business Development, Propulsion Systems Division,
  Orbital ATK, Flight Systems Group
- Steve Cook, Vice President of Corporate Development, Dynetics
Reception & Student Poster Displays
Burritt on the Mountain - Baron Bluff Building - sponsored by United Launch Alliance

Thursday, October 29
7:00 am

8:00 pm
		
8:30 am

10:00 am
10:15 am
		
11:00 am

12:30 am
		

2:30 pm

Registration Opens / Networking / Continental Breakfast
Business Administration Building, Lobby - sponsored by Dynetics
Opening Speaker
N. Wayne Hale, Jr., Director of Human Spaceflight, Special Aerospace Services, LLC; former NASA Space
Shuttle Program Manager
Payoffs: The Next Five Years
Moderator: Jody Singer, Manager, Flight Programs and Partnerships, NASA MSFC
Panelists:
- Michele Gates, Program Director, Asteroid Redirect Mission, NASA Headquarters
- Steve Jurczyk, Associate Administrator, Space Technology Mission Directorate, NASA Headquarters
- Tommy Sanford, Executive Director, Commercial Spaceflight Federation
- Greg Johnson, President and Executive Director, Center for the Advancement of Science in Space
  (CASIS)
- Curt Niebur, Europa Mission Program Scientist, NASA Headquarters
Break - sponsored by Dynetics
Mars Spotlight
Dan Dumbacher, Professor of Engineering Practice, School of Aeronautics and Astronautics Engineering,
Purdue University
NASA’s Discovery & New Frontiers Program - New Missions
Moderator: Paul Gilbert, Deputy Manager, Flight Programs and Projects Office, NASA MSFC
Panelists:
- Mike Ryschkewitsch, Head, Space Sector, JHU/Applied Physics Laboratory
- TBD, NASA GSFC
- Jim Watzin, Director, Mars Exploration Program, NASA Headquarters
- Dante Lauretta, Professor of Planetary Science and Cosmochemistry, Lunar and Planetary Lab,
  University of Arizona (PI for OSIRIS-REx)
- Scott Bolton, Assistant Vice President, Southwest Research Institute, Space Science and Engineering
  Division (PI for Juno)
Luncheon - University Center, Exhibit Hall - sponsored by Lockheed Martin
Guest Speaker: William Gerstenmaier, Associate Administrator, Human Exploration and Operations Mission
Directorate, NASA Headquarters
Announcement of Student Poster Awards
Presentation of Ordway Awards
Adjourn

27th ANNUAL WERNHER VON BRAUN MEMORIAL CELEBRATION
- Davidson Center at the U.S. Space & Rocket Center
5:30 pm
Reception
7:00 pm
Dinner - Special Guest Speaker: Mike Massimino

Note: The dinner is a separate event and is not included as part of the symposium registration. For information about the
dinner, visit http://spaceclubhsv.org/
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Join the American Astronautical Society
or renew or update your membership online at
www.astronautical.org
or use the form below.
Follow AAS on:

www.facebook.com/AmericanAstronauticalSociety

www.twitter.com/astrosociety

www.youtube.com/user/astrosociety

http://www.slideshare.net/astrosociety

Membership Application
703-866-0020
www.astronautical.org
www.twitter.com/astrosociety
www.facebook.com/AmericanAstronauticalSociety
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Mr./Mrs./Ms./Dr./Rank
Last Name
First Name
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Title
Affiliation
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Address
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
City
State
Zip Code
_ ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone
Email
Membership Benefits Include: Subscriptions to The Journal of the Astronautical Sciences
(quarterly) and SPACE TIMES magazine (bi-monthly), as well as reduced rates at all AAS events.
Visit the AAS website at www.astronautical.org for additional information about benefits.

22

Membership Type

       Member.........................................$100
Senior Member.. ................... $115  
Fellow (renewal only) ............... $115   
Retired................................. $50
Retired Fellow (renewal only) .. $50    
Teacher (K-12)...................... $45  
Student (full-time)................. $45  

Payment Method
Check
AMEX  

Discover  

MasterCard  

VISA

____________________________________

Credit Card Number

_ ___________________________________
Expiration Date

_ ___________________________________
Code (on back of credit card)

_ ___________________________________
Signature

Mail to: American Astronautical Society
6352 Rolling Mill Place, Suite 102
Springfield, VA 22152-2370
Fax to: 703-866-3526
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AAS CORPORATE AND INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS

AAS Corporate and Institutional Members
a.i. solutions, Inc.
Aerojet Rocketdyne
The Aerospace Corporation
Aerospace Industries Association
Analytical Graphics, Inc.
Applied Defense Solutions, Inc.
Arianespace
Auburn University
Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp.
The Boeing Company
CASIS
Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research (CCAR)
Dynetics, Inc.
Edge Space Systems, Inc.
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Honeywell Technology Solutions, Inc.
International Space University
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JHU / Applied Physics Laboratory
KinetX, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Marquette University
Moog Inc., Space and Defense Group
Northrop Grumman

Orbital ATK
The Pennsylvania State University
Phillips & Company
Qwaltec
RWI International Consulting Services
SAIC
SGT, Inc.
Sierra Nevada Corporation
Space and Technology Policy Group, LLC
Space Dynamics Lab / Utah State University
SpaceX
The Tauri Group
Texas A&M University
United Launch Alliance
Univelt, Inc.
University of Alabama in Huntsville
University of Florida
University of South Florida
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow
University of Texas at Austin
Virginia Commercial Space Flight Authority /
Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport
Women in Aerospace

Thank you for your continued support!

Charitable Giving and the AAS
A popular way of donating to an organization is through a gift by means
of a will (i.e., to make a bequest). You may decide to consider either a
general bequest to the AAS or a bequest targeted to an existing or new AAS
scholarship or an award fund. These bequests are deductible against estate
and inheritance taxes.
There are also tax advantages when making charitable donations to the AAS
while you are living. Such gifts could contribute to the memory of someone
who has passed away or be made in the honor of a person who is still alive.
In addition, special occasions offer opportunities for gifts to be directed to
the Society.
As a final note, although the AAS is able to provide suggestions for charitable
giving, your financial or legal advisor should be consulted about such actions.
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Non Profit Org.
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit #161
Lancaster, PA

6352 Rolling Mill Place
Suite 102
Springfield, VA 22152-2370

Address Service Requested

2015-2016 Schedule of Events
October 27-29, 2015
Wernher von Braun Memorial Symposium
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Chan Auditorium, Business Administration Building
Huntsville, Alabama
www.astronautical.org
October 31, 2015
AAS Awards Nomination Deadline
www.astronautical.org
February 5-10, 2016
AAS Guidance and Control Conference
Beaver Run Resort
Breckenridge, Colorado
www.aas-rocky-mountain-section.org
February 14-18, 2016
AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechanics Meeting
Embassy Suites Napa Valley
Napa, California
www.space-flight.org
ABSTRACT DEADLINE: October 19, 2015
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www.facebook.com/AmericanAstronauticalSociety

March 8-10, 2016
Robert H. Goddard Memorial Symposium
Greenbelt Marriott
Greenbelt, Maryland
May 24-26, 2016
International Conference on Tethers in Space
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
www.tethersinspace2016.com
ABSTRACT DEADLINE: November 2, 2015
June 12-14, 2016
Student CanSat Competition
Abilene, Texas
July 12-14, 2016
International Space Station (ISS)
Research and Development Conference
Town and Country Resort & Convention Center
San Diego, California
ABSTRACT DEADLINE: March 2, 2016

www.twitter.com/astrosociety SPACE
www.youtube.com/user/astrosociety
SPACE
TIMES
TIMES
• July/August
• Sep/Oct 2014
2013

